
Owl Fact Sheet
As anyone knows, there are only two species of nocturnal birds; owls and bats. 

This fun fact sheet aims to teach you all you need to know about the first of these; 
the silent but deadly owl-bird.

A baldmonkeyseenabird product.

Simon C’Owl is 
not a true owl. He 
is, in fact, largely 
primatular.

Did you 
know?

Skowletons
Owls are born without bones and have to share a limited supply among 
themselves via owl pellets. Owls hack up their “swapsy” bones in spe-
cial pellets so other owls can eat them and hack up an equivilent value 
of their own swapsies.
Due to their unusual method of formation, owl skeletons are notori-
ously complicated. It can best be understood by learning the names of 
the principle skelebones illustrated in the diagram below:

Soldiers are incapable of working in the night, a fact that 
led to many historical wars having to stop at night time. To 
combat this, during World War Two, sciencers tried creat-
ing super-owls to be used as elite night soldiers. They used a 
combination of biomechanics, nanotechnology and molecu-
lar realignment to create owls with enhanced intelligence, 
agility and strength. It transpired that they made useless sol-
diers as their feathers were unable to pull triggers or prime 
grenades. However, their super-intelligence was put to work 
to help the war effort. The owls were put into special military 
research and development groups. This led to owls inventing 
launderettes, ball pools, Soda-Streams, nasal hair clippers, 
pop music, Haribo jelly sweets, transvestisism and Jenga. To-
wards the end of the war, however, the cost of keeping the 
cyber-owls alive was too much of a strain of the war effort 
and they all had to be put down with a shovel.

Super Owls

Did you know?
Owls have special mechanical necks 
so they can spin their head all the 
way round at high speed.

Did you know?
All owl mazes are utterly inscrutable.

Predators
Owls have only one natural predator; the domestic cow. Cows 
stand silently in fields at night time pretending to be asleep. 
When they sense an owl flying beside them they use their bo-
vine reflexes to fall over sideways and crush the owl, like a fat 
man sitting on a scotch egg.

Did you know?
Royal owls only marry their owl cousins and for this reason 

they have been exiled to the Isle Of Wight.

Did you know?
A typical clutch of owl eggs can num-
ber anywhere between seventeen and 
twenty-seven. However, over 99% of 
these will be dummy eggs The owl 
uses  these illusion-based eggs to fool 
predators, such as cows or moths. 
The real baby owl is stored in a spe-
cial envelope which is sent special 
delivery.


